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The series expansion of the plasma fields and currents in vector spherical harmonics has been
demonstrated to be an efficient technique for solution of nonlinear problems in spherically bounded
plasmas. Using this technique, it is possible to describe the nonlinear plasma response to the rotating
high-frequency magnetic field applied to the magnetically confined plasma sphere. The effect of the
external magnetic field on the current drive and field configuration is studied. The results obtained
are important for continuous current drive experiments in compact toruses. © 2000 American
Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~00!02307-7#
The nonlinear plasma response is widely recognized as
an intrinsic feature of spherically bounded plasmas. It con-
trols the inertial plasma confinement and heating by intense
lasers,1 and the current drive and plasma stability in compact
toroidal devices.2,3 The self-consistent description of the
nonlinear plasma response is thus an important issue of mod-
ern plasma theory. Recently, several analytical and numeri-
cal techniques have been applied for description of nonlinear
collective processes in spherically bounded plasmas.4–6 It
has been reported that under certain conditions a generation
of strongly nonlinear electromagnetic field structures appears
possible.7,8 In many cases, even for a small perturbation, the
nonlinear effects can be important.9 Due to the geometrical
complexity of the problem, it is often difficult to obtain the
closed-form solutions for the plasma currents and fields.
Usually, such a problem is solved either by seeking for a
specific subclass of exact nonlinear plasma responses, satis-
fying the initial nonlinear equations with the appropriate
boundary conditions,7–9 or by an expansion of all plasma
perturbations in series of the field/current powers assuming
the nonlinearity weak.10 In the latter case, using the conven-
tional Legendre polynomial representation for the plasma pa-
rameters, it turns out possible to obtain feasible solutions for
the first-order nonlinear plasma responses analytically. Fur-
ther derivation of higher-order nonlinear solutions in most
cases becomes inappropriate due to overwhelming complex-
ity.
In this Brief Communication, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the series expansion of plasma fields and currents
in vector spherical harmonics for an analytical derivation of
closed-form first- and second-order nonlinear responses in
spherically bounded magnetized plasmas. As an example, we
apply the above technique for solution of the nonlinear prob-
lem of steady-state plasma current drive in a spherical Rota-
mak with an externally applied rotating magnetic field
~RMF! and a steady vertical magnetic field ~VMF!.11,12
In a Rotamak, a dielectric spherical vessel with the
internal radius rw is immersed in rotating B˜ R and vertical
steady Bv magnetic fields
B˜ R5Bv$@sin~u!r1cos~u!u#cosc2f sin c%, ~1!
Bv5Bv@cos~u!r2sin~u!u# , ~2!
where c5vt2f , (r ,u ,f) are standard right-handed spheri-
cal coordinates, v and Bv are the frequency and amplitude
of the RMF, and Bv is the amplitude of the VMF. The
plasma is treated in a fluid approximation, with immobile
ions. The fields and currents in the plasma are described by
Maxwell’s equations
„3E52]B/]t , ~3!
„3B5m0J, ~4!
„B50, ~5!
and the generalized Ohm’s law
E5hJ1~1/nee !J3B, ~6!
which is identical to the equation of motion of the electron
fluid.11,12 Here ne is the electron density, h is the plasma
resistivity, and E, B, and J are the electric, magnetic fields,
and screening currents in the plasma, respectively. The elec-
tron density and plasma resistivity have been assumed spa-
tially and temporally constant.
Renormalizing the variables r5r/rw , B5B/Bv , J
5J(rwm0 /Bv), and E5E(vrwBv)21, and assuming the de-
pendence of all perturbations on time and azimuthal angle as
;exp(ic), ~1!–~6! can be combined to
2l2
]B
]f
533B1g3~~3B!3B!, ~7!
where we have defined g5vce /neff5Bv /neeh and l
5rw /d5(vm0rw2 /2h)1/2. Here vce5vce(Bv) is the electron
cyclotron frequency in the RMF, neff is the effective fre-
quency of electron collisions, and d is the classical colli-
sional skin depth.
Assuming the nonlinearity is weak (g!1), we expand
any vector field F in a series
F5F(0)1F(1)g1F(2)g21 , ~8!
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where F can either be B or J.
Substituting ~8! into ~7! and combining the terms with
the same powers in g , we obtain
2l2
]B(0)
]f
233B(0)50, ~9!
which is a linear equation describing the magnetic field pen-
etration in the plasma sphere. To the first-order approxima-
tion, the magnetic field B(1) is governed by
2l2
]B(1)
]f
233B(1)5G00 , ~10!
where quadratic in the field amplitude’s nonlinear plasma
responses have been accounted for. To the second order in g ,
we obtain
2l2
]B(2)
]f
233B(2)5G101G01 , ~11!
which is the nonlinear self-action equation.13 In ~9!–~11!,
differential operator Glk53((3B(l))3B(k)) represents
the source of the nonlinearity.
To solve ~9!–~11!, the vector fields F( j) have been ex-
panded in series
F( j)5 (
a51
3
(
l50
N
(
m52l
l
f almYalm~u ,f!, ~12!
where
Y1lm5rˆY lm ,
Y2lm5~r/Al~ l11 !!Y lm5rˆ3Y3lm ,
Y3lm5~1/Al~ l11 !!3~rY lm!52rˆ3Y2lm ,
are the vector spherical harmonics,14 Y lm(u ,f)
5(21)ms lmPlm(cosu)eimf are the scalar spherical harmon-
ics, s lm5@(2l11)(l2m)!/4p(l1m)!#1/2 and Plm(cosu) are
the Legendre polynomials. In calculations, the orthogonality
and symmetry properties of functions Yalm(u ,f) have been
used. Additionally, the physical constraint for all the fields
F(r ,u ,f) to be real dictates that f alm* 5(21)m f al2m .
The external fields ~1! and ~2! can also be presented in
terms of vector spherical harmonics in a nondimensional
form:
B˜ R52@A2p/3Y1111A~4p/3Y211#1c.c., ~13!
and
Bv5bz@A4p/3Y1101A8p/3Y210# , ~14!
where bz5Bz /Bv , and c.c. stands for complex conjugate.
Boundary conditions of continuity of the radial field and its
derivative at the sphere surface r51 yield
]b1lm
]r
1~21l !
b1lm
r
5~2l11 !a lmrl22rw
l21
, ~15!
b3lm50, ~16!
where a0050, a1152A2p/3, a105A4p/3bz , and a lm50
for l.1.
The zeroth- and first-order fields and screening currents
can nontrivially be derived from ~9!, ~10!, and ~12!–~16!.
The harmonics of the steady magnetic field (g50) are b110(0)
5bz(4p/3)1/2, and b210(0) 5bz(8p/3)1/2, respectively. The
most important first-order magnetic field harmonics (m.0)
are
b111
(1) 52A6pl2r1q21 (
k51
‘
~kz1 /k1!~qr !2k22, ~17!
b211
(1) 52A3pl2r1q21 (
k51
‘
~k2z1 /k1!~qr !2k22, ~18!
b321
(1) 56Ap/5qr1 (
a51
‘
~a1h1 /a3!~qr !2a, ~19!
where r15bz /sinh q, q5(12i)l , z15q coth q22k11,
k15(2k11)!, a15a(a11), a25a1(a12), a35(2a
13)!, h15H1a21, and H5(1/2)$51@q2(sinh q
2q cosh q)#/@(q213) sinh q23q cosh q#%. The associated
first-order current density harmonics are
j311(1) 53pl2r1 (
k52
‘
~@~k21 !/~2k21 !!#z1!~qr !2k23, ~20!
j121(1) 56A6p/5r1q2 (
a51
‘
~a1h1 /a3!~qr !2a21, ~21!
j221(1) 56Ap/5r1q2 (
a51
‘
~a4h1 /a3!~qr !2a21, ~22!
where a45a1(2a11).
In the second-order approximation, one can derive the
relatively simple nonlinear equation for the magnetic field
harmonic b320
(2)
]2
]r2
~rb320
(2) !2
6b320
(2)
r
5A3/20p$T310(1) b110(0) 1Re@T311(0) b1121(1) 1T311(1) b1121(0) #%, ~23!
where Talm5(r] jalm( j) /]r2 jalm( j) ) . After substitution of the
zeroth- and first-order solutions for magnetic fields and
plasma currents into ~23!, we obtain
b320
(2) 512A6p/5r2ReH (
k52
‘
@4k/~4k12 !!#~2l!4k22r3
1 (
k , j51
‘
~k j /z3!~ j11 !z4x1r4J , ~24!
where r25bzl2/(cosh(2l)2cos(2l)), z35(2 j13)!(2k
11)!(k1 j21)(2k12 j13), z45iIm(q coth q)1k2j22,
r35r
22r4k22, r45r
2(k1 j)2r2, and x15j2k21q2 j11.
Similarly, we derive
b110
(2) 54A3pr2ImH (
k , j51
‘
k j~z121 !~z5 /z6!x2J , ~25!
b210
(2) 54A6pr2ImH (
k , j51
‘
k j~z121 !~z7 /z6!x2J , ~26!
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where z552k12 j1123r2(k1 j21), z65(2k11)!(2 j11)!
3(k1 j21)(2k12 j11), z752k12 j1123(k
1 j)r2(k1 j21), x25j2 j21q2k21, and j is complex conjugate
to q .
The associated current density harmonics are
j120(2) 572Ap/5r2ReH (
k52
‘
@4k/~4k12 !!#~2l!4k22r8
1 (
k , j51
‘
~k j /rz3!~ j11 !z4x1r4J , ~27!
j220(2) 512A6p/5r2ReH (
k52
‘
@4k/~4k12 !!#~2l!4k22r9
1 (
k , j51
‘
~k j /z3!~ j11 !z4x1r10J , ~28!
j310(2) 512A6pr2ImH (
k , j51
‘
k j~z121 !~r11 /k1 j1!x2J ,
~29!
where r85r2r4k23, r953r2(4k21)r4k23, r105(2k
12 j11)r2k12 j2123r , r115r2k12 j23, and j15(2 j11)!.
Below, using the analytical expressions for the nonlinear
fields and currents, we discuss several important features of
the RMF current drive in a spherical plasma with a finite
vertical magnetic field (bzÞ0). Note that the VMF is re-
quired to achieve the magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD! plasma
equilibrium.15,16 Our analytical and numerical results suggest
that the steady VMF can strongly affect the current drive, the
bi-directional toroidal field and the RMF. We emphasize that
the application of the finite vertical magnetic field (bzÞ0)
results in generation of certain current and field harmonics
which do not exist in unmagnetized spherical plasma case.11
The analyses show that the field harmonics ~17!–~19!
strongly affect the externally applied RMF. These field har-
monics are driven by the nonlinear interaction of the steady
VMF with the linear screening currents induced in the
plasma, and vanish if bz50. The radial profiles of the field
harmonics b111
(1) and b211
(1) are shown in Fig. 1. It is remarkable
that the field harmonics ~17! and ~18! can be augmented by
raising the VMF amplitude. Thus, the RMF that is essential
for current drive in Rotamak devices,11,12 can be amplified
by applying the steady vertical magnetic field.
We now turn to the effect of the VMF on the toroidal
current drive. The analytical analysis shows that the toroidal
plasma current j310(2) is excited as a result of the nonlinear
interaction between the linear screening current j311(0) and the
RMF harmonics b111
(1) and b211
(1)
. To this order approximation,
the toroidal current ~29! vanishes if bz50. Figure 2 depicts
the radial profiles of the steady current harmonic j310(2) for
different values of l . Comparison with the case bz50 re-
veals that the VMF can noticeably strengthen the toroidally
driven current in the plasma sphere.
From ~24! one can notice that the steady bi-directional
toroidal magnetic field is also controlled by the parameter
bz . Figure 3 displays the radial profiles of b320
(2) for different
values of l and bz . In the small g limit, the VMF of a
direction favorable for MHD pressure balance (bz.0)15
augments the bi-directional toroidal field, while an oppo-
sitely directed field (bz,0) diminishes it. One should note
FIG. 1. Radial profiles of the time-varying magnetic field harmonics b111(1)
~thick lines! and b211(1) ~thin lines! calculated for l55 and bz50.5.
FIG. 2. Radial profiles of the steady toroidal current harmonics j310(2) calcu-
lated for bz50.5 and l51, 5, and 7.
FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the bi-directional toroidal magnetic field harmon-
ics b320(2) calculated for l55 and bz5 20.2, 0.5, and 1 ~upper diagram!, and
bz50.5, l51, 5, and 7 ~lower diagram!.
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that the self generated bi-directional toroidal magnetic field
~24! is predominately produced by the interaction of azi-
muthal and altitudinal components of the screening current
j311 with the radial component of the rotating magnetic field
b1121 and by the interaction of the steady toroidal plasma
current j310 with its associated poloidal magnetic field b110 .
Note that the above interactions are due to the nonlinear Hall
force. Likewise, it is possible to deduce that the toroidal
magnetic flux through the upper half of the poloidal cross
section increases if bz.0, and decreases if the sign of the
VMF reverses. It is worthwhile to pinpoint that relatively
modest values of the applied vertical field are capable to
substantially amplify the bi-directional toroidal magnetic
field.
Combining the corresponding solutions, and using ~8!,
one can numerically construct the topographies of the real
fields and currents in a spherical plasma vessel. For instance,
the steady toroidal current in the equatorial plane can be
presented in a form of a vector plot depicted in Fig. 4. It is
evident that the field penetration into the plasma sphere is
weaker for a higher value of l . Using the expressions for
b320 we present in Fig. 5 the contour plots of the bi-
directional toroidal magnetic field b320Y320 in the meridian
plane for l55 and bz50.5. Clearly, the toroidal field has
opposite directions in the upper and lower hemispheres and
thus possesses the net zero toroidal flux over the poloidal
plane, as has been experimentally observed in Ref. 17.
We should remark that the vector spherical harmonics
have proved to be useful for data fitting in the spherical
Rotamaks.17 Some of them (b110 , b210 , b1121 , b2121 ,
b3221 , b3222) and the associated current harmonics have
been measured experimentally.18
To conclude, we emphasize that the expansion of the
nonlinear fields and currents in the plasma appears to be an
efficient tool for obtaining the feasible closed-form nonlinear
solutions in spherically bounded plasmas. The effect of the
external vertical magnetic field on the current drive and mag-
netic field configuration in spherical plasmas warrants further
investigations. Finally, we emphasize that the results re-
ported are important for future plasma confinement and cur-
rent drive experiments in compact toroidal devices.
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FIG. 4. Vector diagram of the steady toroidal current density in the equa-
torial plane for bz50.5 and l55 ~a! and 7 ~b!, respectively.
FIG. 5. Contour plot in the meridian plane for the bi-directional toroidal
magnetic field Bf (b320Y320) for l55 and bz50.5. Continuous curves
mean that Bf is directed into the paper plane and broken curves correspond
to the opposite direction of Bf . The thick dashed line indicates the location
of the equatorial plane.
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